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ABSTRACT 
In [Cl] the author proved that the surgery obstruction of a product lpx @:Px M-rPx N 
depends on the surgery obstruction of @ and a certain “almost symmetric form” associated to P. 
In the paper this form is determined for some of the generators of the bordism group Q(Z-). 
INTRODUCTION 
In [Cl] the author proved a formula which expresses the surgery obstruction 
of a product 1,x @: PxM+Px N in terms of the surgery obstruction of 
9 : M+ N and certain data depending on the closed 2q-manifold P. 
These data consist of a so called almost (- 1)4 symmetric form o with 
coefficients in a certain ring R with involution. The ring is the group ring Z[G] 
over the integers of the fundamental group G of P. The involution is the one 
that maps g E G to wd(g)g- I, where w o : G-r { + 1) is the orientation character. 
Moreover in [C2] the author showed that one can associate to such a form 
cr a nonsingular quadratic form 0.s with coefficients in the polynomial ring R[s], 
in such a way that only the stable isomorphism class of this quadratic form 
matters for the product formula. 
On the other hand it is known that the surgery obstruction of the product 
map only depends on the class of P in the bordism group sZ(G, wo) of mani- 
folds with a map of the fundamental group to G and a map of the orientation 
character to wG. 
In this series of papers we will make the general product formula more 
explicit by determining the form o for a set of generators of those bordism 
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groups, at least for G cyclic. We do this by following the prescription in [Cl] 
for the computation of cr. 
In the present paper we consider the case that P is a Dold manifold of dimen- 
sion a multiple of 4. These manifolds are important because they occur in a set 
of generators of the bordism ring 52(2-). Here Z- means the infinite cyclic 
group equipped with the nontrivial character. These manifolds play also a role 
in the description of the oriented bordism ring Q,(l). 
In this case the group G is given by the generators CX, j? and the relations 
a/W1p-‘=p2= 1. Th e orientation character WG is given by w&(r)= - 1 and 
WC(p)= + 1. 
We will show that for all these manifolds the form o has matrix P 0 c 1 0 1 a 
If we map G to Z- by mapping /I to 1 then this matrix becomes stably hyper- 
bolic. This means that the classes of these manifolds in sZ,(Z-) “kill” surgery 
obstructions: the map L,(n)+L,(Z- x rr) between surgery obstruction groups 
which they induce is the zero map. 
5 1. PLAN OF PROOF AND SOME NOTATIONS 
We first recapitulate from [Cl] the construction of the form o. One needs 
Qc P and maps < and x from Z= [0, l] to the space of diffeomorphisms of P 
such that 
1) ((0) is the identity, 
2) x is homotopic to the map t-+<(l)-‘r(t)r(t), 
3) x(t)QnQ= 0 for all t, 
4) Let P be the universal covering of P and Q the induced covering of Q and 
let [ and 2 be the lifts of < and x. Then the homology ZYi(P- [(l)Q, &) 
vanishes for i# q. 
Let G be the group of covering transformations of P above P and Z[G] its 
integral group ring. Then o maps K x K to Z[G], where K= HJP- [(l)Q, 0). 
For any y E G the y-component of its value a(c, c’) is the intersection number 
of [(l(l)-‘c+g([O, l] xac) with y-‘c’. 
As explained in [C2] the product 0s can be viewed as a quadratic form in the 
sense of [W] over the polynomial ring Z[G][s]. Its class, mentioned in the 
introduction, is an element of the simple Wall group Z+&z[G][s]). 
Now we describe the manifolds which we study. For any natural number m 
we denote by Sm the set {(xl,~2,...,~,)~Rm+‘~~x~=1} with its obvious 
topological and differentiable structure. All maps Sm-+Sm in this note arise 
from orthogonal linear maps Rm+‘+Rm+’ and are denoted by their matrices. 
In particular we need 
a= [il y,] andr= [il ~~1 
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where 1, denotes the m x m identity matrix. Furthermore we write T(s) for the 
map R+R mapping y to y + s. 
In 0 2, 3, 4 we consider P= R x S” for m = 3. The group G acts freely on P 
by mapping (Y and /I to the diffeomorphisms cr, = T( 1) x r and /3, = T(0) x a. We 
write P for the quotient of P by this action. 
For any natural number n we denote by CP(n) the complex projective 
space constructed from C”+ ’ and by (zo, zl, . . . . z,, > the class in CP(n) of 
(Zo,Z,,...,Z,)~C ‘+I. We write r for the map CP(n)+CP(n) induced by 
complex conjugation. All other maps CP(n)-+CP(n) in this paper arise from 
complex linear maps and thus are denoted by their matrices. In fact these 
matrices are real and thus the resulting maps commute with r. 
In $ 5, 6, 7 we consider pD = R x S”’ x CP(n) with m = 2P - 1 and n = 2Hj, 
mainly for p = 2. The same G acts on pD by mapping a to czD = r( 1) x r x I,, + r 
and p to the PO= T(0) xa x T. The quotient PO is the Dold manifold which 
occurs as generator of L&Z-) in dimension 2P(2j + 1) for natural numbers ,U L 2 
and jr 0. Since the nontrivial geometry happens in R x S3 we mainly list the 
modifications to 4 2, 3, 4 which are needed to take care of the CP(4j) factor 
in case ,U = 2. Finally in 5 8 we indicate the simplification that arises when j.f 2 3. 
THE FOUR-MANIFOLD CASE 
0 2. CONSTRUCTION OF Q, l AND x 
We first describe the one-skeleton of P=RxS3. We define 
~,={O?(~,,X~,X~,X~)ERXS~~YEZ,X~=(--I)~X~,X~=X~}, 
&2={(y,(xl,~2,~3,~~)~R~S3~~~=~1=0,~3=~2} and Q=QIU&. 
Then the action of G leaves Qt, Qz and & invariant; hence they are the 
coverings induced by p of their images Qr , Q2 and Q in P. 
Secondly we deform the identity into a diffeomorphism [(l) of P such that 
[(l)QnQ= 0. We define [=&x [s where &(t) is the identity T(0) on R and 
&(s(t) is given by the matrix 
[; i :;& ;.y 
Then f obviously commutes with the action of G and thus induces diffeo- 
morphisms c(t) of P. Furthermore t(l)- ’ = f(l) but the loop in the orthogonal 
group described by [s(l)-‘[&)&s(t) is nontrivial. So for the deformation ff of 
c(l)- ’ into t(l) we cannot take the constant deformation. To describe 2 we 
write I for a C” function [0, l]+R such that 
i) 1(0)=1(1)=0, 
ii) O</(t)+ if t#O, 1, 
iii) I(t)=+ if +<t<+, 
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and define f,&) = T(l(t)). 
We write Y for the matrix 
and define ~~(t)=~~(l)-‘Y-‘~~(t)~~(t)Y and j=zRxzs. Then 2 also com- 
mutes with the action of G, so induces a map x on P. 
Since Y can be connected to the identity by a path of orthogonal matrices 
commuting with r, condition 2 for x is satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 1. Condition 3 for x and Q is also satisfied. 
PROOF. If f(t)(& tl &t # @ then there is a solution to 
pXt)Q, (( - 1jyx4, x3, x3, x4)) = W, (( - lJyki, x&x$, xi)) with Y, Y’E~. 
This . yields y + I(t) =y’, ( - 1)yx4 = ( - l)‘k& x3@ = 0, x4 sin (2zt) = -xi@, 
x4 cos (27u) = -xi. 
We see from this that f(t) ~2, t E (0, I}, x4 =xi = -x4, and x3 = 0, in contra- 
diction with 2x$ + 2.x: = 1. A similar contradiction x3 =x4 = xi = xi = 0 follows if 
any of the three other parts of a(t)QnQ is nonempty. q 
5 3.THEHOMOLOGYOFP-((1)QRELQ 
We consider the smooth function 6:&R given by &y,(x,,x2,x3,x4))= 
~~2x3 +x1x4 cos (xy). Then E is invariant under the action of G and thus 
defines a smooth function h on P. 
PROPOSITION 2. The critical sets of h are: 
Q at height 3, {(l)Q at height - j, 
pe = (j, (0, 0, 0,l)) at height 0, pf = (3, (1, 0, 0,U)) at height 0. 
PROOF. The Lagrange method for k gives the equations 
x4 cos (77~) = Ax, , x1 cos (ny) = Ax4, xl x4 sin (ny) = 0, x3 = Ax,, x2 = Ax,. 
If x,x4 #0 then .jcos (ICY)/ = 1 and the first two equations give 11/= 1 so 
1x11= I-% and lx21 =1x31; we get 0, for 1= + 1 and f(l)&, for 1= - 1. 
If x1x4 =0 but A#0 then those two equations give x, =x4 =O; since 
x2 =x3 = 0 is then impossible we must have III) = 1; we get Q2 if 1= + 1 and 
&1)a2 if 1= - 1. 
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Finally if x1 x4 = 0 = 1 then x2 =x3 = 0 so one of x1 and x4 lives. The first two 
equations now say that cos (ny) = 0. 0 
We see from this that {pi Pjh@)>O} retracts along the gradient lines of h 
to Q and thus (PE~/&I)>O} retracts G-equivariantly to Q. 
Moreover it is easy to check that pe and pf are nondegenerate critical points 
of index 2; Morse theory then tells us (see 3.2 and 3.3 in [MI) that there are 
%-cells E and F such that QUEUF is a retract of P- <(l)Q. However since we 
need E and F explicitly we construct them instead. 
Wedefineeandf:[O,l]x[-l,l]+Fby 
e(u, v) = 24, 
u 
ii-2 
il + cos2(7ru) 
and we observe the following facts: 
1) The imageI?=e((O,l)x(-1,l)) is 
{~,(X,,X2,X3,X4))EP~O<y<l, O-4, x,=x4 cos (ny), $=x3} 
and similarly P=f(O, 1) x (- 1,l)) is 
{~,(x,,x2,x,,x,))E~lO<y<l, ocx,, x4=x1 cos (ny), x2=x3}- 
Since no two such points are in the same G-orbit we get in fact disjoint injec- 
tions into P, with images E and F. 
2) The function 6e has on (0,l) x (- 1,l) a nondegenerate minimum in (+,O), 
no further critical points, and value 3 on the boundary. Since 6&(l) = - 6 the 
function @(l)e has a similar maximum. This proves that pe is a nondegenerate 
critical point of h with index 2 and that E and &l)E are the stable manifolds 
of h passing through pe, for some metric on P. The same applies to f. 
From this it follows that P- [(I@ retracts G-equivariantly to QU Cl% Cl? 
Therefore Hi(pI- r’<l)Q, Q) vanishes for i 22 and {e, f} constitutes a free 
Z[G]-basis for i=2. 
3) We define maps be,b,,trf:[-l,l]-+Pand b-,b+:[O,l]*Pby 
b,(v) =e(O, v) =f(O, v) = 
( 
0, L (Jh7, v, v, 1 
fi 
i-7) v2 , 
b,(v)=e(l,v)= l,L (-fi?,v,v, I-v2) , 
( fi 1’> 
bf(v)=f(l,v)= 1, r 
( 0 
(f-iz,v,v, - 1 -v2) , 
1’> 
b-(u)=e(u, -l)=f(u, -I)=@, fl(O, - 1, - l,O)), 
b+(u)=& + l)=f(u, + I)=@, fl(O, l,l,O)). 
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Then as singular chains in P we have: 
ae=b,-b,+b+ -b-,af=bf-b,+b+ -b-. 
0 4. COUNTING THE INTERSECTIONS 
In order to compute a(c, c’) we must count the intersections of [(l(l)-‘c+ 
+f(Zxac) with y-‘c’for c,c’E{e,f} and LEG. 
PROPOSITION 3. 
1) c(l)- ‘e hits y - ‘e only if y =/I, and then in one point. 
2) [(I)- 'f hits y - ‘f only if y = 1, and then in one point. 
3) [(l)-lenGf=&l)-lf fIGe= 0, 
4) ~(Zxb+)nGe=~(Zxb-)nGe=~(Zxb+)r-lGf=~(Zxb-)rTGf=~, 
5) ~(Zxbo)nGe=f(Zxbe)nGe=~(Zxbf)nGe=O, 
6a) ~(ZX b,) hits y - ‘f only if y = 1, and then in two points; 
6b) ~(ZX b,) hits y - ‘f only if y = a - ‘, and then in two points; 
6c) ~(ZX bf) hits y - ‘f only if y = a - ‘p- ‘, and then in two points. 
PROOF. 1) The solution to [( 1) ‘(y, (xr, x2, x2, x4)) = aAPB(y’, (xi, xi, xi, xi)) 
with Oryx 1, x,10, xl =x4 cos (ny) and 05~‘~ 1, xi?O, xi =xi cos (fry’) is 
y=y'=+, q=x;=o, *,= x;=o, x4=x;= 1, A =o, B= 1. 
2) The solution to the same equation with OS y I 1, x1 L 0, x4 =x1 cos (zy) and 
05y’51,x;2O,x;=x; cos(7ry’)isy=y’=+,xl=x~=1,x2=x~=1,x4=x~=0, 
A=B=O. 
3) The same equation with 0~~5 1, x420, x1 =x4 cos (zy) and O~y’r 1, 
x; 10, xi =x; cos (ny’) has no solution since it leads to x2 = -x2 and 
x4 = -x4 cos2 (7ry’). 
4) For the first two equations we have to solve x(t)& (0,x2,x2, 0)) = 
=(x~~~~(~‘(x;,x$,x&x~)) with 0~~5 1 and O~y’rl, x;?O, x:=x; cos (ny’). 
Bringing the &(1)-r Y-’ factor of 2 to the right we get the equations 
y+I(t)=y’+A, O=(-l)A+B~;, x2fi=0, O=(-l)E+lx~~, O=(-l)E+lxi; 
but x2= 0 is impossible. The other two intersections also lead to x2=0. 
5) For the first intersection we must solve 
f(t)@, (x4, ~2, x2, x4)) = aAPBW (4 xi, x5, xi)) 
with x420 and Oly’r 1, xi10, xi =xi cos (ICY’). 
This leads to the equations l(t) =y’+ A, x4= (- l)A’B~;, x21/z= 0, 
x4 sin (27rt) = (- 1) E+lx;fi, x, cos (2nt)=(- l)s+‘x;. 
Thus 
xi=(- 1) 13+ ‘x4 cos (2nt) = ( - l)A + lx; cos (27rf) = 
=(- l)A+’ x; cos (ny’) cos (27cf) = -xi cos (n,(t)) cos (2nt). 
But xi = 0 implies xi = 0, x4 = 0 =x2, contradiction; so 
cos (nl(t)) cos (2nt) = - 1. 
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The other two intersections lead to the same relation, which is inconsistent with 
the definition of 1. 
6a) We must solve the same equation as in (5) with x4 I 0 and 0 5~‘s 1, xi r 0, 
x4=x; cos (rry’). The same five relations now lead to 
x4 co.9 (2nt) = (- l)E+ 1x4 = ( - l)B+ lx; cos (ny’) = 
=(-1) A+*x4 cos (?ry’)= -x4 cos (rrl(t)), 
where x4 #O since x2 = 0. Therefore cos (z/(t)) = - co.s (2nt), hence I(t) = 1 - 2t 
or - 1 + 2t, and we get the two solutions 
t=++$, x4= g, x2=0, A=B=O, y’=$, Xi= &f, Xi= +\ITs, Xi=+. 
6b) The first two of the five relations change into 
1 +I(t)=y’+A, -x4=(- l)A+BXi. 
This also leads to cos (d(t)) = - cos (2nt), with two solutions: 
t=+k+, x4= G, x2=0, A ~1, B=O, y’=t, Xi= fi, Xi= f GP xi=+* 
6c) The five relations become 1 + I(t) = y’+ A, x4 = (- l)A+BXi, x2$= 0, 
-x4 sin (2xt) = ( - l)B”~il/Z, -x4 cos (2nt) = ( - l)B+ ‘xi which again leads to 
cos (d(t)) = - cos (2-/r& with two solutions 
t=+ki, X4= fl, X2=0, A=B=l, J”=+, Xi= 6, Xi= -t TX, Xi=+. q 
PROPOSITION 4. 
1) The intersection between [(l(l)-‘e and /I- ‘e is transversal and has sign + . 
2) The intersection between t(l)-‘f and f is transversal and has sign + . 
3) The two intersections between f(Zx b,) and f are transversal and of 
opposite sign. 
4) The two intersections between ~(ZX b,) and af are transversal and of 
opposite sign. 
5) The two intersections between f(Zx b,) and abf are transversal and of 
opposite sign. 
PROOF. 1) We use the chart /cl of RxS3 defined by ~r(y, (xI,x2,x3,x4)) = 
=(J,Xl,X2,X3)ER4 for X4<0. 
Then K,<(l)-‘e maps (u,v) to 
jh-7 
u9 jKGzjz) > 
, 
and xl/3e maps (u’,v’) to 
-1/i7 cos (lcu,) 
1 + cos2 (nu’) 
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The matrices of derivatives in (&O) are 
1 0 
-7l 0 
0 fi 
0 -fi 
1 0 
71 0 
and 
0 -fi 
0 $3 
Combined to one 4 x 4 matrix this has determinant 2n > 0. 
2) We use the chart ~~ defined by K~(JJ, (x1, x2, x3, x4)) = (y, x2, x3, x4) for xl >O. 
Then ~~l(l)-‘f maps (u, v) to 
( V -V 4 -# us 3’ p’ jrG&q cos (nu) > 
and ~~~ maps (u’,v’) to 
and the matrices of derivatives in (+,O) are 
1 0 
0 IQ 
0 -d$ 
n 0 
and 
1 0 
0 dJ 
0 IQ 
-R 0 
with determinant 21~ > 0. 
3) We use the chart ~~ defined by ~~(y,(x,,x~,x~,x~))=(y,x~,x~,x~)) for 
x,>o. 
Then ~~x(l x be) maps (t, v) to 
and ~~~ maps (u’, v’) to 
( i u’, 
dc? v’ v’ 
1 +cos2 (Icul)’ l/z’ 1/2 > * 
and 
The matrices of derivatives in (+ + $, 0) respectively (a, + +) are 
; 
! 
with determinant f frr. 
4) We use the same chart K~. 
Then K~x(~ x b,) maps (t, v) to 
and loaf maps (u’,v’) to 
u’+ 1, 
-Jc? v’ v’ 
1/l + cos* (nu’) ’ @ 5 > * 
The matrices of derivatives in (4 f $, 0) respectively ($, + +) are 
and 
with determinant f +n\lZ. 
5) We use the chart K~ again. 
Then K]x(I x by) maps (t, v) to 
and K~CY~~ maps (u’, v’) to 
( 
u,+l jKP -v’ -v’ 
’ /l +cos* (nuj)’ fi ’ fi > * 
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The matrices of derivatives in (*-+ 
0 
0 
-q& 
- q4 
0 
0 
j4 
-fi 
and 
, 0) respectively (+, f +) are 
with determinant + frrfi. 
THE OTHER DOLD MANIFOLDS 
$ 5. CONSTRUCTION OF Qo, to AND x0 
We now work in r’D = px CP(4j), where p= R x S3. We define 
a,= {(zo, z,, . . . . Z&j> ECP(4j)IZi=zzj+i for Oli12j- l}, 
Q&f= {(zo, Zl, ***, Z4j > E Qeu 1 Z4j = O> 3 
& = 0, x &, C.&Z = &2 x Qe,,, & = p x God and 
Then the action of g on I’D leaves QD invariant, hence QD is the covering 
induced by fiD of its image QD in PD. 
We define &,(t) = c(t) x [c(t) : pD+pD for 05 t 5 1, where 
[ 
i-j cos (2nt) Ij sin (27ct) 0 
t&) = -Ij sin (2Rt) Zj COS (27Ct) 0 
0 0 IZj+ 1  
Then CD(t) commutes with the action of G on pD and thus induces diffeo- 
morphisms t&(t) of PD. 
To describe lo we introduce a C” function k: [0, 11-R such that k(t) =4t 
for t I+ and k(t) = 1 for t L+, and we introduce the matrix 
I2j - I2j 0 
I/= [ I,i I2j 0 0 0 1  
and then define f&t) = [c(l)-’ V- ‘&(k(t))&k(t)) V, &=f x fc. 
Then & commutes with the action of G. 
It satisfies condition 2 of 0 1 since V can be connected to the identity matrix 
by a path of nonsingular real matrices and since k is homotopic to the identity. 
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Furthermore I/- ‘[c(t) V leaves 0,” and & invariant and so condition 3 is 
also satisfied as an immediate consequence of proposition 1 and the fact that 
~cm2e,n a,= 0 = &2<u&,,n a”. 
Q 6. THE HOMOLOGY OF PO - tD(l)QD REL QD 
We start by defining Lo: CP(4J’)+R by the formula 
OBSERVATION. The critical sets of kc are ood at height 1, &C(I)& at height 
-1, P,=(O,O, . . . , 0, 1 > at height 0. 
We now combine 6c with 6 to a function ho on r’D by putting kn(q, 0) = 
= L(q) + l&(O) for q E P, 0 E CP(4j). 
This function is G-invariant and thus defines a function hD on PD. Further- 
more the critical points of KD are pairs (a 0) where q is as in proposition 2 and 
t9 is as in the above observation. So most of the critical points are either con- 
tained in &,, at height between f and +, or contained in &(l)&, at height 
between - 3/2 and - l/2; excepted are the isolated critical points in the 
G-orbits of 07,,pc) and (pf,pc) at height 0. 
Finally we define the cells eD = e X @ and fD = f x @, where @ is defined on 
by the formula 
2j 
e(cbr2, a-*9 r2j)=(rl,r2r...,r2j,rl,r2,..., l2j9 l- iC, CiTi>* 
Then Q(U) = &,, . 
When restricted to the interior of [0, l] x [ - 1, I] x U the maps eD and fD give 
disjoint injections into PD. Moreover both &en and kDfD have a nondege- 
nerate minimum in (+,O, (O,O, . . . . 0)) and no further critical points. Finally 
The conclusion of all these facts is that Hi(E’, - r’,(I)oD, QD) vanishes for 
i#4j+ 2 and is freely generated by the classes of eD and fD for i = 4j + 2. 
5 7. COUNTING THE INTERSECTIONS 
We must count the intersections of [o( 1) ‘(c x Q) + &([O, l] x a(~ x Q)) with 
y-i(c’xp) for c,c’E{e,f} and LEG. 
Since 13(c x Q) = 13c x Q this calls for solving fD(t)(& e) = y - ‘(q’, et) with 
tyEim (bo)Uim (b,)Uim (b,)Uim (b+)Uim (b-), 
q’eirn (e)Uim cf), 8Eim (Q), 8’Eim (Q), LEG. 
In particular f(t)q = q’, which leads back to the calculations of 0 4. So in 
most cases there is no solution, and in the remaining cases not only y is deter- 
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mined, but also must t be $ or +. However we have arranged that k= 1 and 
therefore that &(t)(q, 0) = (j(t)q, r’,(l)-‘@ in this region. So we are in fact 
intersecting ([c(l)-’ +f([O, 1] x 8~) x [c(l)-‘Q with y -‘c/x y -‘Q. 
We determined the intersection number of the first factors in 0 2, 3, 4. The 
intersection number of the second factors is + 1 since [c(l)-‘& intersects 
y-‘Q,, = & transversally in pc with positive sign; here we used that complex 
conjugation acts in a orientation preserving way on & because it is projective 
space of complex dimension 2j. 
$8. DOLD MANIFOLDS OF DIMENSION ZERO MODULO 8 
If we replace S3 in 0 2, 3, 4 by Sm where m =2J’- 1 and ~23, then we have 
to replace &(t) by 
[ 
14” 0 0 
0 Z2” co.7 (2nt) Z2” sin (2nt) 
0 -Zzo sin (2nt) Zzu cos (2nt) 1 
where u = 2P’- ‘. Since &(l)- l&(t) now describes 20 times the standard loop, 
we can satisfy condition 2 in 0 1 by taking f(t) =&l)-’ for all t. This makes 
most of the calculations superfluous, in particular the last three parts of propo- 
sitions 2 and 3. 
Similarly we can take f,-(t) = [c(l)-’ on CP(29). 
All other considerations remain valid, only the formulas become longer e.g. 
the segment [ - 1, 1] in the definition of e must be replaced by the closed unit 
ball in Rm’2-1. 
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